Autozone alternator belt

Wrench Wench has been in love with automotive mechanics for decades. She loves sharing
advice with fellow DIY mechs and curious cats. Learn the signs that your car battery is dead or
dying. This short guide should be reliable unless you have an aftermarket battery with special
needs, such as a dry-cell battery, or a hybrid like a Prius. In my years as a mechanic, one thing I
have learned is that an old battery or loose battery cables can cause really big problems that
make it appear that something complicated is wrong with your vehicle. Even experienced
mechanics and DIYers are sometimes stumped by a simple problem with a battery past its
prime until they realize they've ruled out all other potential problems and then some. So it's
important to understand at least a little bit about your battery and to know the most common
signs that it needs to be replaced. If your engine cranks or turns over when you turn the key,
but it won't start, I say the most likely culprit is your battery. Even if an ammeter
current-measuring device says the battery is good, it can still be a few volts shy of what your
vehicle needs to run efficiently. When you find yourself with a car that won't crank hard enough
to start, you'll want to use jumper cables or a jump-starter box to get it running again. Once
your car is running again, disconnect the cable, then let your engine run for 30 minutes so that
your alternator can charge up your battery again. After that half-hour, when you are stopped at
home or in a safe place, do a little test. After you turn the engine off, wait at least a minute, then
start it again. Wait another minute and start it another time or two to make sure that you won't
be stranded at the gas station or wherever you go next. Note: At this point, most batteries will
have charged themselves up from the running of the alternator and be fine for a day or two. Do
not take that time for granted. Use it to hunt down a new battery and replace the old one before
you end up stuck in the middle of nowhere. This situation is pretty straightforward to diagnose,
and it's an even stronger indication that your battery is at fault. Your battery powers all the
accessories and lights in your car, especially when the alternator is not running. So, if your car
just seems to be completely void of all signs of life, then your battery is the first thing you
should be looking at. And be aware that in this situation, where your vehicle doesn't even have
the juice to work the lights or turn over the engine, it could be a combination problem involving
your alternator as well. In this video, Eric the Car Guy shows you loose and corroded cables,
and how they can cause a drop in power to the starter. Parasitic draws from sources other than
the battery cables are fairly common. Suspect a parasitic draw if the car starts right up if you
drive it several days in a row, but then fails to start if you let it sit for a day. To investigate
parasitic draw issues, see your favorite mechanic, or look at the last section of this article, and
get ready to have fun with an ammeter or voltmeter, as these are the tools you'll need to check
your alternator, accessory lights, fuses, radio, alarm, and all other components that might be
draining your battery in secret. If you look at your battery, somewhere on it you should find a
label stating a number for "Cold Cranking Amps. You know what I'm talking about. You get in
your car, you tap the gas pedal, you turn the key a few times, and all you get for the first few
minutes is lots of weak rotations of the engine. Now, what I mean by "regularly" is having to do
this more than three times per week. That would be a sign that your battery is giving notice and
getting ready to retire. So in the cold, you may have to be patient. One more possibility worth
noting is that your battery was never big enough for your vehicle in the first place. Even a
well-seasoned mechanic has gotten the wrong battery for a specific vehicle, causing a
wild-goose-chase investigation of a mysterious starting problem. Make sure you look up your
car online or ask in an auto parts store to find out what level of Cold Cranking Amps CCA and
voltage your car needs to start and run properly. Learn the most common mistakes people
make with their car batteries. I have a simple hard-and-fast rule that I follow when it comes to
having to jump your battery. No matter what reason you had to do itâ€”the battery was old, or
maybe the starter, fuel pump, or alternator were bad, or maybe you left your headlights on or
your door ajar all night, or you ran out of gasâ€”the rule is this:. Even a fairly new battery can
turn into a dud really quickly if it has been jumped more than three times in a week. Using a
jump box or jumper cables is hard on your battery. They work by figuratively "shocking" it back
to life. Now, you might think I'm crazy about replacing the battery after such a low jump count,
but hear me out. Then, when they try this and that to diagnose the problem, they keep jumping
the battery until, finally, the alternator and starter go bad, leaving you with a need for a new
alternator, starter, and battery. Save yourself the headache and just replace the battery if you've
had to jump it more than three times in a week. You won't regret it. This is not a complete list of
all possible signs and symptoms of a dying battery, though they are the most common,
especially when seen together. How to use jumper cables. It's DIY Time! Because so many
battery issues are caused by a parasitic draw that is slowly draining it dead, I thought you might
like to see some videos that can help you finally kill that parasite! As in the videos below, the
fastest and most efficient way of finding your parasitic draw is to use a multimeter. Even the
most inexperienced diagnostician can do this test in minutes to find out if you have a draw. Just

make sure the vehicle is off, the car's negative battery terminal is disconnected, and the car
doors are shut and other accessories turned off. Set your multimeter to 10 amps DC, touch the
positive lead to your disconnected negative battery cable, and touch the ground lead to your
negative battery post. If your meter shows anything above 50 milliamps, you have a parasitic
draw. Watch the first video below to find out how to identify the fuse or relay that is eating away
your battery, plus some possible quick fixes. On a pre vehicle, you can use a small probe called
a fuse checker to look for draws. It's not as accurate as a multimeter, but will work just as well
at finding out what is still on when your car is supposed to be off. This method can also work on
newer vehicles if you don't have access to a multimeter. To use this method, simply make sure
that the car is off, the door pins are all held down in the "closed" position, and your negative
battery cable is disconnected. This battery is famous for its excellent efficiency. With a strong
and rugged construction, this battery has a the ability to tolerate a strong pounding regardless
of the environment. This battery features a sealed AGM. It is ideal for W car audio sound
systems. It is a leak-proof battery with no external vents. This design allows the battery to fit
almost factory battery locations without any hazardous leaks. With this battery, you can
experience excellent functions like heavy duty grids, SLA, and AGM technology, vibration and
shock resistant. The VMAX is also a non-spillable and non-hazardous battery. The RedTop
battery is designed to deliver the most energetic 5-second starting burst of all. Its lifespan is
twice that of conventional lead-acid batteries. This is a small car battery with excellent
performance. This battery is designed to provide deep-cycling capability and extra performance
to meet your vehicle needs if your car has a lot of extra accessories. A battery lasts about four
years on average, but mileage varies wildly from driver to driver. One thing is for certain,
batteries don't last forever. There are many different factors that could lead to the demise of
your car battery. It's not always such a simple thing to diagnose. After three years, it's normally
time to install a replacement battery. On average, after four or five years, most car batteries will
be almost completely unreliable. In fact, many old car batteries can present a number of safety
issues. Fully batteries should measure at However, when the engine is running, this charge
should measure at That said, if you don't have a multimeter to tell you the voltage of your car's
battery, then you can do a test of your electrical system. You do this by starting the car and
turning on the headlights. Car batteries can vary from car to car, depending on the scale of the
automobile. When a car battery has been drained below a state of full discharge, all you can do
is check the electrolyte and put it on a trickle charger. It's also hard on an alternator when you
drain a battery, because they aren't designed to charge batteries from a state of full discharge. If
your vehicle won't start, it's usually because of a dying or dead battery, loose or corroded
connection cables, a bad alternator, or due to an issue with the starter. It can be hard to
determine if you're dealing with a battery or an alternator problem. The answer to this question
varies from situation to situation, but I'll address a common one here. If you jump start it and
your engine starts running, but the car will not start again once you turn it off, then the battery
is likely the problem. While, in this case, the alternator is doing its job of keeping the battery
going once it has been jumped, the battery still can't hold a charge when the alternator is shut
off. Again, this is a sign that the battery is the culprit. Battery Recycling is very important. If you
have an old car battery lying around, bring it in to AutoZone or other shop for recycling.
Remember to check the stores' sites for restrictions and further details. You should take the
battery to an auto shop or parts store. In fact, the most common way to recycle a car battery is
to take it to your local auto shop or auto parts store, where car batteries are sold. You must
recycle your battery appropriately. Car batteries, both lead-acid batteries and nickel-metal
hydride NiMH batteries, eventually wear down and need replacing. Because of the
environmental health consequences, throwing a car battery in a dumpster could subject you to
serious fines or penalties. Thank you to everyone who has been so wonderful and left so many
great comments and questions. Please, if you need more immediate information or advice and
you aren't able to check in with your mechanic, feel free to email me directly at Acceleratedauto
gmail. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Car
won't start despite a fully charged and newish battery, when it cranks over the battery light
stays on, help please. The car battery store is trying to blame for the bad battery. Everything in
my car automatically turns off even if I left something on. It even hasabytery savermode and a
low battery relay or something like that, which turns everything off when the battery reaches a
critical low. I had a new ignition put in,3 months ago and it has been sticking hard to get it even
to on moist the time it's ok,parked my car one night next not I had nothing no lights no sound
couldnt even use my remote to get in,could it be from a defaulty ignition? Thanks for the advice
on this page - our car seems to be showing a lot of the problems "when driving" issues. It's
really strange as we've had the battery tested numerous times and everyone says the battery is

fine as its holding more than 12v and it's CCA is fine too. We did have the alternator replaced
last year because that failed, we've got a 12v socket tester and that quite often shows the new
alternator is overworking and the battery very quickly drops down into the yellow and red zones
once the engine is off. Also when using the 12v socket tester we've noticed that sometimes that
causes the power steering to fail too if we're idling. You really helped me understand how to
intelligently decide when repairs and replacement of my battery is needed. Can't wait to read
more on other issues. This is a awesome article. I've looked all over for something like this. I've
already put my question in. Just wanted you to know this is great.!!! I have a Chevy Silverado
crew cab pickup. I bought it brand new. I've never replaced the battery, and also I haven't had
any trouble with it at all. Is it okay to keep using it as long as I have no problems? The battery is
a Delco with a 6 year battery life. My mechanic that inspects my truck tells me every year I'll
need to replace the battery soon, but he's told me that for the past 5 years. What do you think I
should do? Check out the electro plates in the battery ,low water level can damage the when
charging. We don't have full service gas stations anymore, maybe we should. Battery light is
going on and off. Then she just died. Got a boost to get it home and on the way she started
losing power. Headlights dimmed and the car almost didn't make it back home. Now I've had to
get it boosted 3 times in one day. Checked the alternator and it read 14 volts. Then battery was
reading 12 volts. Not sure what is the problem. Any advice would be great thanks. Last year my
car has not been driven for 2 months because of hip surgery. It would not start. My son used
battery cables and got it started. Because the battery was 8 years old, I decided to buy a new
one. T his year same thing, had second hip replacement and now it was charged and driven by
my granddaughter to a couple stores. Two weeks later, not driven, my son tried it and it was
dead again. Do you think I need a new battery even though the battery is a year old? I drive a
Honda but apparently it doesn't like to sit. I called roadside assistance to jump start my car.
They were unable to get it started. What else could it be. Cant remove the battery because it
needs a special tool. I have a 95 caddie. Any ideas. I have model SUV, and my mechanic told me
last time, I need to replace my battery soon, but since it was working perfect without even a
single glitch, I ignored it. Now, for almost a month I did not use my vehicle, as I had gone out of
town, and when I returned I find that my vehicle is not starting with a battery indicator in the
cluster. My question here is not about the battery itself. Along with this starting issue i noticed
that my clutch pedal also sank down to floor and not coming up. So, my question is whether
this could be due to dead battery or could this be a separate issue, primary or slave cylinder
leakage.. It was all really worth it information and it helped me a lot to make a decision for
replacing my battery. It has 2 X 12 Volt batteries. I experience 2 probloems and I am confused.
When I turn on light, air con or signal, the speedo meter reads zero and radio turns off and vice
versa when I do the opposite. Please help as some say one of the batteries must be weak but I
think I have an electric problem. I bought a new Toyota Echo back at the end of It is now nearing
the end of I've never replaced the original battery. But I've never owned a car as long as this
little Echo, either. And even though it is 12 years old, it only has around 64, miles on it. I did not
notice it being mentioned but DC electrical connections which your car uses all need to be
clean and tight. Battery terminals are the first and most important connections. Loose or dirty
they will not supply the current needed to work correctly and the alternator will be summoned to
run in order to charge top off the battery constantly. This leads to alternator failure. Jump
starting is a bad idea and many who do this drive the vehicle to recharge the battery. A dead
battery must be charged with a battery charger, 2 amps for 12 or more hours. An unused battery
should topped off with a charger every 5 days. Heat and cold are hard on batteries too. The gray
fluffy powder on battery terminals is acid from the battery's gases. Gas seeps from the gap
between the plastic and terminal post hole. Place the green and the red felt pads you can buy
where battery accessories are located, soaked with a little oil first over the terminal post and
then attach clamps tightly. This will stop that powder from forming. If it is raining or damp out
and the battery won't crank the engine check those terminals first. If the powder is present
clean those terminals thoroughly and re-clamp them. Odds are the car will then start. Never ever
put baking soda on a battery to clean it. Soda will get inside the battery and kill it. I promise you
it will. No battery is sealed even though it says it is! If you leave headlights on and drain the
battery 2 3 or 4 times you might as well buy a new battery as full draining is damaging and you
will be stranded soon and without warning. A jump start will not even help. If the date is more
than 3 months past do not buy it. Get a fresh battery. And when installing it clamp it down tight
in its tray. Vibrating and bouncing kill a battery. My battery died as I left my lights on I charged it
up and it started but when I took it out for a run it has started pulling back As if it has fuel
starvation What is my problem. When I tried to crank my Ford ranger I heard a bang under the
hood now my truck is not working. I parked my car for about a month, the key remote stopped
working, not only that, the key can't seem to open the door manually. How do I get the key to

work, to open the car so I can change the battery. This page is full of incorrect info. If your
engine cranks but doesn't start, it's most likely NOT the battery. If you're replacing your battery
every years you're just throwing away money. I have a Nissan Murano, it has a bundle pack
connected to the positive battery cable like I've never seen before. I have went thru 3 batteries
in the last 4 years. I've had the ire bundle changed out twice supposedly and had the alternator
recently changed. Bad bearings I changed the radiator 4 days ago. Dead as a door nail!! No
inside lights, nothing, doesn't crank at all! I removed the battery checked the cables, advanced
auto said batter is good, even though the cells were low. Had this problem before I had the
cable bundle changed. I would be fine one minute and then go to start it ten min later and
nothing. Jumping does nothing. And I can't even get it out of park to have it towed. In garage,
facing forward. Thank you very much for sharing these wonderful tips. It would really help me to
understand the battery's condition and to take care of those batteries. Nice post Carter. Really
informative and useful notes that you have described. Last week I changed my battery fluid and
it is still working fine. But now I can understand that why sometimes my engine cranks and
makes a delay to start. Here in Finland during winters, when the temperature can drop below
degrees celcius, many car batteries die. People don't tend to know that, which feel really dumb.
Everyone should read this post! My car which has a nearly 3 year old battery would not start
after I stopped at an ATM tonight. I had a portable charger in the trunk and used that to turn
over the engine to get home. You have convinced me to just replace it tomorrow rather than
trying to get more life out of a dying battery and risk damage to the car. Great hub with very
useful info that just probably improved my life. Thanks A Carter for making a difference! Your
article about battery is very interesting to read about electric problems in an automobile. I think
it is most sophisticated to check for neatness all the connections consciously prior taking the
car to a mechanic as said by you. The cost and time is really a serious issue for a person
considering to replace the battery. Moreover, my concern is regarding my two wheeler bike
which takes unreasonably more kicks to start in the morning? My car starts okay when normally
started. But when I have been on a long drive, if I shut down the engine and than restart it, the
car just does not start. Usually on these drives, both the AC and Stereo would be running all
through the journey. Is it a problem with the battery? This has happened twice in the last one
month. Rest of the time it is okay. Thank you for your comments. Yes, Fisioterapeutas, more
often than not, most folks don't pay much attention to their car batteries. Though times have
changed a lot since cars were first put into the world. You used to have to know how to do
pretty much everything with your car, because a mechanic was often a week away. Nowadays
cars are pretty much marketed like they are supposed to take care of themselves, and not much
education is shared with new or experienced car buyers, so no one thinks to look into until it's
too late. That's part of why I write these hubs. This is an excellent page! There is nothing worse
than getting in your vehicle to go to work and it won't start. No reaction at all, not even a
glimmer of life from lights, or gauges, and not one sound from the engine. It is much better to
expect that it will not last much longer than two and a half years, and replace it so you do not
have to face the despair of calling in to work late. Excellent Hub! I'm so glad that this is still on
the front page for me at least anyway of the site. I've not had the problem yet of having a dead
battery, but this Hub has been a massive help in things I should look out for when it does
eventually start to go. One time the lights in my car started dimming, so I had to take it to a
mechanic. He told me the car battery was almost dead, so I had to buy a new one. So yes, it's
important that the car battery stays in a good condition and runs well. I properly off all the
switches, lights, stereo but my battery not charged if i don't ride my car days. A very interesting,
informative hub. I think I have to check the battery of my car to find out if it's close to die. Thank
you for sharing. This comment is for all future commenters: I moderate all comments, and all
every comment requires my approval before a single person sees it. If you spam this article with
links and nonsense, your wasting your time and mine. If you'd like to have your service or
product reviewed and seen by people, please message me. Otherwise I will report you. Thank
you, that was really useful. It's a shame I hadn't read it before my car battery died. The old
battery is still in the car though and I should replace it in the near future. If my car stays for
about 2 weeks or so untouched, then it probably won't start because of the empty battery.
Maybe something is draining power from it, I don't know. Anyways, the replacement is the only
way I see. My car wouldn't start when I went to leave my son's physical therapy appt yesterday. I
got a jump. Thanks for this article; I happen to be having starting problems with my car which
went into the garage today. A while ago the battery terminal corroded and I had a new terminal
put on and a leak fixed. Unfortunately corrosion started again and it wouldn't start at all the
other day, I suspect the battery is old and has packed up. Read this article a little late. It turned
out to be the starter on my 99 Chevy Silverado. At least the guy I had come out did. First of all
he came out on a Sunday afternoon and didn't charge anything more that on a weekday. He

went through all the steps and diagnosed the problem. Bought the starter, installed it and i was
a happy camper! I tipped him very good, and he was a happy camper too! A simple but very
much informative post that will help all kinds of car users. Many people have the experience of
spending more than the car price just on the battery!! This is the limit to which many suffer.
With proper knowledge that you get from this hub, you can easily now keep things under check
with regards to your car battery. Also try to take your car to one trusted mechanic who will not
deceit you in case of the car performance. A trusted mechanic can be very handy for only the
battery but other car parts. My old car used to have difficulties starting in the morning. And
then, with the help of my mechanic, we discovered a parasitic draw from my batteries. After
that, my car had no problem starting. It's troublesome when you can't start your car especially if
you're in a hurry to go somewhere. This is great advice. I try to replace mine on a regular basis
but have had a few of the pointers you list above happen to me. BElieve me, it is no fun to be
stranded anywhere with a dead battery. Very important to for everyone. I am in Japan and have
a Honda fit which I was told have not good batteries. Died on me twice. Would have been nice to
know the signs. Loved your article. Been doing most of my vehicle upkeep myself for years.
Tried to teach the young ones but they don't like to get their hands dirty, LOL. Very useful tips
for how car battery dead using videos anyone would easily understand exactly what happened.
Thanks for the post. Nice article and very informative. It happens to me few weeks ago and i was
totally dumb cause i don't know how to check when batteries are down or not. Once my car
didn't start, i just start looking for the possibility of getting a new one. Thanks these tips helps
me alot. If the battery passes both a voltage and amperage test, there's no need for a new
battery - regardless of age. It's poor electrical contact corrosion with the ground strap,
terminals battery acid or failed alternator that usually causes a battery to go dead. Seen too
many batteries being replaced when a full, slow re-charge may suffice. Great article! I haven't
replaced my battery in almost 4 years and I've only had to jump it once but this definitely has
me thinking. I just moved up north and its going to be a cold winter so I'm worried about the car
not starting. Is there anything I can do to keep the car warmer so that I won't have too many
problems starting it? I have a El Camino. It has a battery drainage problem. After charging a new
battery, starts fine. For the first day. The next day its just about dead. It turns over, but wont
start. I do have a burnt out dome light. Could this be my problem? Hello, I have a Dodge
Intrepid. About a month ago while I wld be driving my interior lights would start flickering, and
my alarm would go off randomly, this happened for about days. Then i went to get into my
vehicle the next day and the car was completely dead. No clicking when trying to turn over the
key, as if it was devoid of any life. We jumped it, which took a lot longer than normal, drove
down the road about 10 min, and when i came back out to leave the same problem, completely
dead. Had to start the process all over. Im not sure if this is in need simply of a battery or if it in
fact is a faulty alternator. Please gimme your advice. I am having an issue with my rusty old
truck. It has always ran well and never any problem to start. The other day, I opened the hood
and noticed some "fuzzy yellowish white stuff" on top of the battery. Not much but enough to
notice. I topped up the washer fluid and closed her up. I also plugged it in as it was supposed to
get cold, over night. Next day, I was out and about. I had a problem. I tried to start my truck. The
dashboard lights came on not sure about headlights etc but nothing else happened. I did not
hear anything. It did not struggle nor did I hear a click sound. I tried it a couple times and it
started up, as it normally would. What are you thoughts, please!! I need my beater but am
nervous to get stranded. Ugh help!! Wow this is a really cool hub and a great topic. Great advice
and I learned a lot. Thanks for this excellent hub! What about battery acid corrosion? Is it true
that Sprite will clear the acid off and extend its life? Amazing and informative hub, I really got so
much from it. Nice to meet you and I look forward to reading more of your knowledgeable and
interesting hubs. Every man I am sure would know this but women knowing it is equally critical.
Happy to be following you. Jumped my car and it started right up took charging cables off and
try to start the car and it didn't start but cranked. Purchased a in , October. AAA came to jump
start. Never has run same since. Driver side window has mind of its own-I push up it goes down.
My car starts fine, but my radio resets every time I start it now. I checked the appearance of the
battery, it does not appear to be corrision but the terminals are wet with some substance on
them. I assume it is time for a new battery? I have a acura mdx and before my car shut
compleatly off while driving a few dash lights battery abs came on then the radio went in and
out. I got a jump fromm aaa and the guy said its most likely a bad battery not altenator How can
i know which? So, I turn the key and the power windows suddenly will not go down when they
have before. It cranks like a bitch and I have to jump on the gas pedal. It sometimes cranks so
weakly as well and leaves me thinking will this start as well. I think it is the battery. Please tell
me otherwise. I can't figure out if my battery is no good.. It won't crank or any lights will come
on. I've also noticed the terminals are bad. I put the battery on charge. It's staying between 5

and Should I just get a new battery? I have a honda crv. One day I turned on the car and my car
was having a bumpy start up. It eventually was sustained idle but I did not understand why it
wasn't a smooth activation like usual. For the past week, Im having to turn my keys and step on
the gas to give my car a boost for it to turn on. Is this the battery? These tips will certainly help
me in the long run since I am currently in the process of saving up for a car. Now I can make
sure to evaluate this when I am at a dealer. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s.
Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased
dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no
real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their
people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to
perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can
use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying
the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Pre-Startup During Startup
While Driving No lights, guages, dash lights or electrical come on upon turning the key in any
direction. Turns over 3 times or more before starting. Mildly rough Idle during traffic stops.
Battery needs to be jumped every 3â€”5 days or more. Lights andor Accessories dim with each
turn over before starting. Radio andor other accessories shut off intermittently. Tougher time
starting after sitting for long periods, especially in colder weather. Accessories belt squeals
while driving up hills or while hauling. Accessories belt squeals briefly during or after startup.
Lights andor Accessories dim or blink when accelerator is pressed. Related Articles. By Jerry
Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. No lights, guages, dash
lights or electrical come on upon turning the key in any direction. But many are unclear on what
they're seeing. The survey concluded that 88 percent of young adults could identify an emoji,
compared to 51 percent of young adults who can identify a vehicle warning sign. These
symbols, often called "idiot lights" think warning signs for dummies are aimed at being easy to
understand. But for many drivers, young and old alike, it's not that easy. Here are 10 dashboard
symbols and meanings, according to AutoZone. The symbol indicates that the anti-lock brake
computer set a code and needs professional diagnosis. This symbol is for diesel vehicles only
and means that the engines glow are warming up and the driver should not start the engine until
the light is off. When the car doors are open, this icon will make sure the driver is aware.
Leaving door open overnight can drain the battery. This symbol indicates that washer fluid is
low. Fill washer fluid reservoir in the hood of the vehicle. A cap to refill the reservoir should
have the symbol. Drivers should check the pressure in their tires or manipulation of tire sensors
when this icon is activated. Some vehicles may allow the operator to manually reset the warning
light, while others may require service. This icon indicates that the voltage level is below normal
level and the vehicle's charging system is not functioning properly. Auto Zone advises to check
battery terminals, alternator belt and battery condition. An engine cooling system, or coolant
temperature warning, light will appear if the temperature exceeds normal limits. Check fan
operation, radiator cap, coolant leaks and coolant level. When lights come on, it generally is
best to have the issue checked out. A warning light doesn't always mean the worst -- sometimes
it could be a faulty wire or a bad sensor. View Comments. Imagine driving down the road when a
light suddenly appears on the dashboard. ABS light The symbol indicates that the anti-lock
brake computer set a code and needs professional diagnosis. Glow plug This symbol is for
diesel vehicles only and means that the engines glow are warming up and the driver should not
start the engine until the light is off. Fog lights Fog lights are illuminated when this symbol is

activated. Door ajar When the car doors are open, this icon will make sure the driver is aware.
Washer fluid reminder This symbol indicates that washer fluid is low. Tire pressure monitoring
system Drivers should check the pressure in their tires or manipulation of tire sensors when
this icon is activated. Cruise control This symbol indicates that cruise control is set while
driving. Engine cooling system An engine cooling system, or coolant temperature warning, light
will appear if the temperature exceeds normal limits. But there's no sense in taking chances.
How can a technician identify what refrigerants a particular recovery machine is designed for.
Remove the alternator mounting bolts with a socket wrench and a 13mm socket. Remove the
alternator. Put the new alternator in position and secure the mounting bolts with a socket
wrench. Push on the belt tensioner with a socket wrench and place the alternator belt on the
pulley. Now I need to decide whether to rebuild my stock alternator or buy a rebuilt one. Rewrite
the declaration of independence in your own words. How to get headset to work on xbox one
I'm trying to change the alternator on my Toyota Tacoma and I can't get the belt loosen off. I
tried to loosen the manual tensioner but it didn't tighten or loose the alternator belt. What am I
doing wrong. Ffxiv housing timer. Azide functional group Gold Tacoma So my alternator
crapped out about miles from home, was able to buy a new battery, and make it home before it
dropped below 9v, so that was ok. Estes rocket motor msds sheet Bendix ec 80 ps not
calibrated. Qualitex rv seats Well I fried one alternator when the belt slipped-apparently they
heat up when they are not going fast enough-belt was slipping. Also I had an alternator to fail
just after the engine was worked on by the dealer-the mechanic told me a new guy got the belt
too tight and the alternator squalled and they had to replace it -was under warranty. Get Yours
Today! We have the best products at the right price. Pinkerton tobacco company Matlab axis
label alignment. Esp push button counter Tef4 polarity. Unity mouse look simple Marlisa
goldsmith husband. Adg brass reviews I'm trying to change the alternator on my Toyota
Tacoma and I can't get the belt loosen off. Olympia wa news Allowedcorsorigins. Fsbo
solicitation letter. Nissan sentra ecu problems. Fayette county al warrants Epic reading level 3.
Man found dead in car. I need to change out the turn signal bulb. I bought the bulbs but have no
clue how to fix it. Thus far the internet has been no help. It is the same as a paper manual but
for a fraction of the cost. Newbold Toyota. Whenever the alternator is replaced, it's a good idea
to change the serpentine belt too. It is not very expensive, and by replacing it together with the
alternator, you can save on labor, as the serpentine belt has to be removed to replace the
alternator. Read more about a serpentine belt. Kawasaki Replacement Part head comp cylinder
Replace your worn-out or faulty component with this quality replacement from WVE. This
product is designed and tested to ensure the ultimate in durability and functionality. Current: 80
Amp. The alternator is one of the parts you want to function properly, otherwise all the comforts
given by the electronic components won't be available anymore OE quality at an affordable
price Direct replacement. Tdi nozzles GM vehicles with the cc, 3. Battery Charger. Belt
Installation Tool Pulley Tool. Voltage Regulator. Intentionally blank: Intentionally blank: Related
Parts. Price: Core: Total: Alternate: No parts for The ultimate 1A Auto Video Library - check out
our auto repair videos and also troubleshoot common car problems. Our how-to videos have
helped repair over million vehicles. Venn diagram problems Alternator. Battery, Engine,
Replaced. Genuine Toyota Part - , Tacoma's Check Engine Light came on right before I took it
for the state inspection. Online shopping from a great selection at Automotive Store. Cisco wlc
factory reset Search Bar 3. Remove two clips on side of alternator - they are simply holding the
electrical line in place and out of the way of the serpentine belt. Pinch the back of the clips and
push them out of the alternator clip. Year of production: , Price: Core: Total: Alternate: No parts
for vehicles in selected markets. The idea was to replace the functionality of the bad alternator
diodes and prevent current from draining back through the alternator. Shop thousands of
original parts for your Toyota! Windows 10 reorder joysticks Order Alternator for your Toyota
Tacoma and pick it up in storeâ€”make your purchase, find a store near you, and get directions.
Check here for special coupons and promotions. Bmw E46 Water Pump Replacement. This
should help you find the best alternator to use when upgrading to a higher amperage alternator.
The alternators contained in each row will have the exact same mounting configuration. We can
provide wiring harness adapters, a 1-wire regulator, or instructions if wiring changes are
necessary. Parts are just part of what we do. I've done alot of research i just can't pin it down.
I've tightend the belts maybe not tight enough I bought the truck recently, and i don't know the
exact maintenance on the belts etc. The belts look like they are in great shape, no glazing, no
cracking. It's freezing cold outside, and only starts the squeal when i first start the truck
Complete with an internal voltage regulator and a 6-groove serpentine pulley. This amp
alternator will replace the stock 81 amp one and increase charging capacity at all RPMs. Direct
Fit Installation. Tresanti desk manual Alternator. Genuine Toyota Part - , Free 2-day shipping.
Mazda 6 engine light stays on Fuse Box Porsche Boxster - Warn atv winch wiring in addition

replacement winch contactor along with wiring diagram warn winch moreover warrior winch
wiring diagram in. We have been able to find many parts that will help you repair your vehicle.
These parts can be difficult to find sometimes but since we have a large network of salvage
yards and part suppliers chances are always pretty good that we'll be able to help you find the
parts you need. Buy on eBay now! Toyota Panel Tacoma Moulding Opening. Quaternion slerp
python This should help you find the best alternator to use when upgrading to a higher
amperage alternator. It seems like the front two have to come to get to the alternator belt. I can
feel under the alternator. There s â€¦ read more. Free shipping Direct Replacement. Not
Specified. Genuine Toyota Part - , Ark tek teleporter not working Toyota 4runner Belts Could
you please provide instructions for changing the belts. There s â€¦ read moreRemove two 14
mm bolts on top and bottom of alternator - top is a nut - bottom is a bolt. Read more details..
Looking for a replacement alternator? Minelab equinox factory reset The online catalog we
provide will get you through the ordering process safely and securely. All genuine Toyota
Alternator from us are shipped directly from authorized Toyota Dealer. If you want search for
Tacoma Alternator fast and easily, we assure you that you get to opt for one in less the time.
Nbme 19 reddit Get great deals on alternators and starters for your Toyota Tacoma. Shop for the
best parts and accessories and save at NAPA online. OE quality at an affordable price Direct
replacement That graphic Vw Jetta 1 8 T Engine Diagram How to Install Replace Alternator
Power Steering Engine Belt previously mentioned is labelled together with: vw beetle battery,
vw cabrio serpentine belt, vw cabrio window regulator, vw cabrio won t start, vw camper, vw
eurovan headlights, vw new beetle repair manual, vw passat specs, submitted by simply
Zachary Looking for advice on where and what brand alternator to buy. Other than a Genuine
Toyota alternator, which aftermarket brand is recommended? Any advice is greatly appreciated.
Read more about a serpentine belt Toyota Alternator Bracket Parts. Novelcat lucky patcher Buy
a Toyota Tacoma Alternator at discount prices. Free 2-day shipping. The Best Alternative. The
alternator is one of the key components of your 4. Ensure yours won't let you down and leave
you stranded on your trip when you have the Omix-ADA Alternator under your hood. Read more
about a serpentine belt This should help you find the best alternator to use when upgrading to a
higher amperage alternator. Wheel bearing press tool kit harbor freight Complete with an
internal voltage regulator and a 6-groove serpentine pulley. Temecula Valley Toyota. Optavia
lean and green recipes pinterest Alternator. Motorized bicycle clutch assembly Comparison
shop for ford mustang v6 replacement, Water Pump Automotive Parts in Automotive. See store
ratings and reviews and find the best prices on ford mustang v6 replacement, Water Pump
Automotive Parts with PriceGrabber's shopping search engine. That graphic Vw Jetta 1 8 T
Engine Diagram How to Install Replace Alternator Power Steering Engine Belt previously
mentioned is labelled together with: vw beetle battery, vw cabrio serpentine belt, vw cabrio
window regulator, vw cabrio won t start, vw camper, vw eurovan headlights, vw new beetle
repair manual, vw passat specs, submitted by simply Zachary Chem exp 9 Toyota Alternator
Bracket Parts. Order Alternator for your Toyota Tacoma and pick it up in storeâ€”make your
purchase, find a store near you, and get directions. Product Description. Need a 1-Wire
Alternator for your Dodge Ram pickup with the 5. Lg tv base stand Toyota Alternator Bracket
Parts. Tacoma Subaru. Let us supply you with the replacement parts and accessories you need
to maximize your Epic hero characteristics The online catalog we provide will get you through
the ordering process safely and securely. COM Toyota Tacoma 2. Current: A. Designed utilizing
the latest technology, this product by Mean Green features premium quality and will perform
better than Weishaus, Joel. Peter Pereira is a family physician and a poet. I weave excerpts from
Dr. Pereira 's poems into a brief history of medicine's mythological and historical roots,
beginning with the Egyptian god Thoth, and the Greek physician Hippocrates. Fuse Box
Porsche Boxster - Warn atv winch wiring in addition replacement winch contactor along with
wiring diagram warn winch moreover warrior winch wiring diagram in. Fiocchi 40 vmax The
Toyota Tacoma has 1 problems reported for battery and alternator failed. Average failure
mileage is 36, miles. Honeywell wvc - jdm toyota tacoma 3. As your Toyota Tacoma accumulates
miles, it will likely need replacement parts at some point. That's probably why you're here, in
fact. Make sure you replace your filter with a genuine Toyota oil Haikyuu inarizaki suna Toyota
Alternator Bracket Parts. Free fall lab answer key alternator replacement on toyota tacoma 2.
The Toyota Tacoma has 1 problems reported for battery and alternator failed. Eeprom with i2c
interface loosen the mounting bolts on the alternator, remove the old belt, replace with the new
belt, slightly tighten the top mounting bolt, pull the alternator up until the belt is tight or if there
is an adjustment bolt, crank down until tight shouldn't bow more than 1" , and tigten other
hardware. GM Specific Models. Under the lid is a diagram of the fuses with labels. One of them
24 on my model car said "DRL" on it. On top of low prices, Advance Auto Parts offers 4 different
trusted brands of Alternator products for the Toyota Tacoma. There are certain bad alternator

symptoms to look for, check for these common signs of alternator problems: While running the
car, note the brightness of the interior lights. Huge increase in brightness, even in direct
sunlight. Direct replacement for factory boards. Smartphone control with optional Bluetooth
Controller. Designed and assembled in the USA. How do you replace the alternator in a Dodge
Ram pickup? Used Toyota Tacoma. Apes biodiversity unit - jdm toyota tacoma 3. Guaranteed to
Fit. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment. To replace the alternator, follow the same steps in reverse.
How to Rebuild. If you're brave and mechanically minded and you've decided you want to
rebuild your own alternator, here is a great video that shows you how. In order to complete this,
you'll want to purchase the correct rebuild kit for your specific alternator. Wasmo af soomaali
lagu hadlayo. Bmw ekp module coding. Msf symbiote spiderman milestone. Used ventrac z for
sale. Love in my pocket bass line. Datadog api logs. Tamiya vertis north. Atwood non ducted rv
air conditioner. Cub cadet xt1 hydrostatic fluid. One s10 launcher pro apk. Gartner technology
hype cycle Chrome web store mobile. Microwave serial number lookup. Myplymouth login.
Mobile crane revit family. Spectrum tv apk for nvidia shield. Rewrite the declaration of
independence in your own words How to get headset to work on xbox one I'm trying to change
the alternator on my Toyota Tacoma and I can't get the belt loosen off. Estes rocket motor msds
sheet Bendix ec 80 ps not calibrated Qualitex rv seats Well I fried one alternator when the belt
slipped-apparently they heat up when they are not going fast enough-belt was slipping.
Pinkerton tobacco company Matlab axis label alignment Esp push button counter Tef4 polarity
Unity mouse look simple Marlisa goldsmith husband Adg brass reviews I'm trying to change the
alternator on my Toyota Tacoma and I can't get the belt loosen off. Fxr head office. Vw j
location. CNN Coupons is a destination that provides deals and discounts for online retailers.
CNN news staff is not involved. When you make a purchase, CNN earns a commission. Edition
U. Follow CNN. All 19 Codes 5 Deals 14 Free delivery 1. Best Coupon. See code BOX. Tested
yesterday New offer just added. See code ORE. See code You can unsubscribe at any time.
Almost there! A confirmation email has been sent. Click on the link in the email to verify your
account. Something's gone wrong! See code OFF. See deal. Expires tomorrow. Expires in 3
days. It has one of the best rewards programs in the business for car enthusiasts. How it works
is simple. If you join AutoZone Rewards and shop wisely, you can save big on all of your
automotive essentials. The continual ride to saving more at Autozone. Not sure how? This is
what you need to do. Head to AutoZone. So, find a coupon today, and see how much you can
save while repairing or maintaining your car. And with an AutoZone promo code, you can get all
of the essentials â€” for less. Some past offers from CNN Coupons have included: 1. Get FREE
next day delivery AutoZone offers free next day delivery on over 80, parts in select areas of the
country, no AutoZone coupon code required. Among other parts, this promotion includes: 1.
Light bulbs 2. Brake pads 3. Alternators 4. Windshield wipers 5. Spark plugs To get started,
make sure you select your local AutoZone store. Free parts and battery testing. AutoZone offers
free parts and battery testing. You can get a free inspection of your: 1. Battery 2. Alternator 3.
Starter Some stores also test other parts for free, like throttle position sensors, control
modules, and voltage regulators. Contact your local store for more details. This promotion has
expired. See code LD7. See code C See code G See code NOW. See code E See code YOU.
Motor vehicle deals sent to your inbox Looking to get special offers, AutoZone coupon codes,
and local ads in your email inbox? Sign up for the AutoZone newsletter now. Just head to
AutoZone. Continue to store. To get your refund, simply bring the old part in, as well as the
receipt for the replacement part, and the credit card you used for the purchase. Returns made
easy at AutoZone. AutoZone accepts returns for all products purchased within 90 days. You can
return items both in-store and online. The product and its original packaging. It must be drained
of fluids if applicable 2. Your original method of payment 3. Your receipt. MyZone members do
not need a receipt, as their purchases can be found with their digit membership number or the
phone number associated with an account You can also return an item to the Autozone. Simply
drain fluids from the product if applicable. Include this with the product in its original
packaging. You are responsible for shipping costs unless AutoZone. If this is the case,
AutoZone will supply you with a prepaid return shipping label. Free tools at AutoZone. Slide
hammers 2. Hub and bearing pullers 3. Compression testers 4. Serpentine belt tools 5. Brake
caliper tools Simply head to your local AutoZone, leave a deposit for the value of the tool, and
get to work. Then, return your tool for a full refund of your deposit. See more. Introduced in
August , Ford's first-generation Model 1G alternator was a real step up in reliability and current
output compared to the old-school generators it replaced. Originally available in ratings ranging
from 38 through 60 amps, the 1G was at best barely adequate when the electrical system was
brand new and most cars only had a radio, a heater, windshield wipers, lighting, horns, and a
points ignition system. But with an aging, under-wired electrical system and today's typical hot
rod add-ons like electric fuel pumps, fuel injection, high-output ignition systems, Halogen

headlights, power windows, and air conditioning, those lazy 1G alternators and their crude
separate voltage regulators aren't up to the job. Frankly, other than a straight resto, it's time to
put them out to pasture in favor of modern, high-output alternators with internal regulators. For
many years, a popular solution for old Ford vehicle owners that needed more amps was
adapting an integrally regulated GM alternator for use on a Ford. GM climbed on the
high-output, integrally regulated alternator bandwagon far earlier than Ford, introducing its
reliable, first-generation "SI" alternator as an option on some cars in before it became standard
equipment on all of the General's vehicles by Playing catch-up, Ford didn't come out with its
first integrally regulated alternator until , when the model 2G alternator appeared. The 2Gs were
offered stock in and amp ratings, but they had reliability issues even in bone-stockers. In , Ford
finally hit a home run, introducing the 3G integrally regulated alternator that remained in use on
some Ford vehicles well into the 21st century. Up to stock amps are available with some
variations; amp versions exist that still have directly opposed mounting ears that permit them to
physically bolt right into place of that old model 1G using the existing 1G brackets. Highly
reliable and easily adaptable, the 3G has become the go-to alternator for Ford retrofitters. Let's
take a closer look at the 3G, as well as what it takes to perform a quick, typical retrofit into a s
classic Ford, courtesy of Advanced Engineering West's Mark Sanchez. We'll be using quality
AutoZone-remanufactured alternators, plus a late-model Ford OE 3G harness scrounged from
the wrecking yard. Sanchez's preferred method of wiring the 3G up just like a Ford stocker lets
you go to any auto-parts store for a replacement if the alternator takes a dump on a
long-distance cruiseâ€”something you can't necessarily do with those universal one-wire
alternators. For both 1G V-belt and most 2G serpentine-belt conversions, you want a 3G
alternator with case mounting ears that are degrees opposed straight across from each other ,
with 6. Other 3G variations with offset ears or ears on one side of the case won't work as direct
replacements. Unlike sketchy wrecking-yard take-outs, AutoZone's Duralast alternators carry a
lifetime warranty. It's a better than even chance the new alternator case shells will require
reclocking so the connections end up in the right orientation for your specific installation. Both
early and late Ford cases are held together by three bolts, so there are three possible clock
positions. For the Ford-style alternator, we'll define the clock position as "read" looking from
the rear of the case forward. What's a little confusing is that on most classic Ford muscle cars,
the 1G alternator adjuster ear faces straight down as installed on the stock brackets, while on
the degree-opposed 3G late-model stock serpentine-drive installation, the adjuster ear mounts
straight upâ€”but we need to define a common reference point to determine the reclocking
amount needed if any. For the Galaxie shown in the photos, the new alternator's clocking was
way off as delivered, but correcting it was a cinch: Unlike GM-style alternators, the internal
brushes on Ford units are unlikely to fall out when separating the front and rear shells as long
as the center black ring element doesn't pull away from the rear case shell. Reclock a Ford
alternator by removing the three bolts holding the case together. Carefully separate the front
case shell from the black ring and rear shell, then rotate the shells as needed top. A small
prybar may be needed to start the separation process, but be gentle! If the large, long mounting
ear for the -inch through-bolt prevents the necessary amount of rotation needed to reach the
correct clocking position bottom , gain additional separation clearance by removing the front
pulley and pulling the front shell further forward. Late-model 3G alternators come equipped with
serpentine-drivebelt-compatible pulleys, but the old Galaxie uses V-belts. We found that the
V-belt pulley fit properly on the 3G's supposedly metric shaft, aligning perfectly with the car's
other pulleys. The original s charge wire was usually only gauge and, at least on the Galaxie
shown here, wasn't protected by any fusible link. Any 3G alternator harness works; you don't
necessarily need one that specifically matches the recommended Mustang alternator
configuration. Want to build your own harness instead? Del Mar Wiring is one source for the
correct 3G-type connector and pigtail assembly. Sanchez at AEW has original Ford connector
bodies and terminals if you want to start entirely from scratch. Due to the 3G alternator's high
output, use AWG-4 or AWG-6sized wire protected by dual gauge fusible links or a or amp mega
fuse for the main alternator "BAT" stud charge-wire running back to the starter solenoid.
Sanchez usually grabs a complete alternator rear harness from any 3G-equipped Ford in the
wrecking yard. The harness includes the proper connectors, fusible links, and wire-gauge sizes
for every cable. The plain green wire visible in the bottom photo came with this particular
takeout harness, but isn't used or terminated on typical retrofits. One problem with GM
alternator conversions is that most GM OE-replacement-style units need a diode or resistor
spliced into the wiring if not running an idiot light. Otherwise, due to current backflow, the
alternator remains energized and the engine keeps running, even when the ignition key is
turned to the "off" position! That's because, on the GM system, the warning bulb also supplies
the necessary resistance to shut down the system and avoid backflow. But this isn't an issue

with Ford alternators. You can run any combo of idiot light, voltmeter, or ammeter without
run-on problems. It's true the stock Ford idiot light circuit behind the dash has always had
depending on the model year a to ohm resistor in parallel to the bulb, but not running the
resistor only causes the bulb to not turn off it does not affect alternator shutdown. However, we
don't recommend running an ammeter because of the 3G's high output; convert to a voltmeter
instead. Even if your vintage ride doesn't normally demand a full amps, the late-model alternator
canâ€”when requiredâ€” generate percent more amps off-idle 81 amps versus 15 amps at
engine rpm. An alternator only generates the amount of amps when conditions require it, so
having a huge "reserve" capacity that's rarely used should reduce the unit's duty cycle,
extending its useful lifespan. It may outlast the car. Ford's original, separately regulated,
alternator design, production versions were officially rated at 38 to 60 amps, although
higher-output aftermarket versions are available. Ford's first integrally regulated alternator,
originally produced in and amp models. Corrosion and resistance buildup in the power-wire
connector caused high failure rates. This integrally rated unit makes for the easiest retrofit into
earlier vehicles. It corrects all of the 2G's faults and uses internal fans for improved cooling.
Use those 3G variants that still have degree-opposed mounting ears to replace earlier 1G and
2G alternators. The 3G alternators are available stock in , , and amp ratings. The
fourth-generation design includes several different case configurations, including the
"pancake" version used with Ford Mustangs equipped with Modular V8 engines. Very compact,
it came stock with and amp ratings. No versions have degree opposed mounting ears, so
custom brackets would be required to use it on earlier engines and vehicles. First used on some
Mustangs and Crown Victorias, it can be found on the four-valve Modular motors, and later SN
Mustangs, and many other late Ford cars and trucks. It's available in , , and amp ratings, but
unique mounting ears make it hard to retrofit. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
The leaking battery acid would drip down the side of the battery, down the funnel-like battery
support, straight down onto the PCM and the wiring loom. It can also get onto the air
conditioner lines. I believe they are the vacuum lines that control the movement of the interior
vents, and usually the system will default to blowing out the defroster vent. Sometimes car
crippling damage would occur, sometimes not. It worst it would mean replacing the battery, the
PCM, the wiring harness, grinding the rust off the frame to repaint it, changing the air
conditioning lines and possibly swapping out another computer as well. Check this out before
buying a C5. Use an 8 mm monkey wrench, preferably a ratcheting closed-end version, to
remove the battery cables. You also remove a holding block on the front side of the battery. You
will need a long extension to reach it. The battery lifts out, then remove the black plastic battery
tray. Look under the tray for rust or white powder--signs of evidence of battery acid damage. It
would probably be best to move to the next Corvette unless you don't mind possibly tackling
this repair in the future. It's possible that the car will throw codes for no apparent reason. Bill
Curlee has a great thread on the problems that corroded ground connections can create, and
how to clean out the grounds. The most problematic ground connections are behind the
headlights on both sides. Water Intrusion Water leaks have several ways of getting in the car,
and none of them as far as I know are very difficult to fix. Proper adjustments and maintenance
will prevent most leaks. Sliding hard across the bolster can break it, causing it to flap
side-to-side. The leather is cheap, and there's little protection for it. It will wear out and form
cracks, which is normal - for cheap leather. The wire springs in the seat bottom and the bars in
the bolsters can also wear thru the foam and leather, but that can be fixed by placing layer of
burlap between the springs and the foam. Check the black plastic surround on the bottom of the
seat to make sure it fits snugly against the leather and isn't cracked. Older style plastic
surrounds had a tendency to separate from the seat, but could be pushed back in. The newer
style plastic surrounds can be used as a direct replacement, but one of the plastic studs may
need to be ground off, or a hole will need to get punched into the leather. It can be fixed, but GM
will not fix it. Some lucky owners can get the dealer to replace the frame under warranty. The
seat backs swinging forward under braking is normal, and not considered a problem. Here are a
couple fixes: Corvettemechanic. The sport seats have a hole under the headrest. Some people
put racing harness belts thru those loops. The seat frames and foam in both seats are
interchangeable. Harness belt holes can be installed using Ford harness cutouts. Ask the
dealership for them, they should know what it is without a part number. The new style plugs,
have a twist-lock to prevent them from falling out, but also requires new bezels. The wind noise
will never totally go away, but if there's creaking, you can eliminate that by thinly applying
dielectric silicone grease to the weather-stripping. It also prevents cracking, so do this to all
weather-stripping, on any car. Hood rattles During cold weather the rubber hood stops can also
rub and rattle against the hood. Drivetrain rattling The valve train makes a significant amount of
noise at idle. It may sound like sewing machine. Converting the valve rockers to true

shaft-mounted adjustable roller rockers with may help eliminate the valve train noise if adjusted
properly. Installing a big cam and stiffer valve springs will make the noise louder. On manual
transmission cars M6 or M12 , the transmission sounds like it is rattling when leaving the line. It
is normal. It is the clutch throwout bearing rattling around. Sometimes you'll hear a horrible
rattle if you shut off the engine. If you press the clutch pedal in while shutting off the car, you
won't hear it. Resurfacing the rotors is only a temporary fix, one that is less effective each time
your resurface the rotors due to the reduced thermal capacity of the rotors. Scraped front ends
and rocker panels Checking for scrapes is an easy way to tell if the car was treated well. It's
almost impossible not to scrape the front end, but there are two metal crash bar loops that
should prevent the bumper from scraping. The bumper itself should not have scrape marks on
it. Check the underside of the tip of the bumper, and the bottom corners of the bumper. If the
crash bar gets scraped enough, eventually it will wear down to the point where it needs to get
replaced. The rocker panels tend to get scraped on lifts and big speed bumps. They have
wheels that attach to the crash bar, allowing the car to roll on driveways instead of wearing
down the crash bar. It will still scrape the spoiler, but the spoiler is a cheap wear item that takes
only two minutes to replace without a lift or jack. They also make two aluminum strips that
attached the frame next to the rocker panels, and they take the scrapes themselves instead of
the rockers panels. Neither of the devices are visible unless looking under the car, and they are
discreet enough to possibly be missed anyway. If you see these devices installed, you can be
pretty sure the owner took good care of the car. Without this extra protection, you can expect to
replace the crash bar and repair the rockers several times over the life of the car. Low hanging
headers will probably still scrape. Hood seal weather-strip The sides and back of the hood
compartment have weather-strip installed from the factory. The front is left open. Many owners
install weather-strip along this front edge. You may not even notice it since it looks identical to
rest of the weather-stripping. This extra weather-strip helps keep the engine compartment clean,
and may also help the air intake system work better. This is another sign that the owner took
good care of the car. The engine compartment stays pretty clean, but this the "extra step". One
is manual with knobs, and the other is a dual-zone electronic system. The dual-zone system did
cost more, but is not as reliable as the manual system. A leaking battery can affect both
systems; a symptom is when the vents cannot be switched. Over time, and especially in humid
climates, condensation can leak onto the passenger side carpet. There are slits on the
bottom--vigorously squeeze and massage the udders until free of debris. If the vent settings
cannot be changed, the vacuum line is probably loose, clogged or broken. Read more! Squeaky
steering wheel When you turn the steering wheel, you may hear a squeak. It's just the plastic
surfaces rubbing against each other. A shot of lubricant fixes this. Listen for a squeak from the
wheels. Try turning in different directions. If you hear the rear wheels squeaking, you may have
a worn wheel bearing. The part is easy to replace if you can separate the ball joints; I bought the
Kent-Moore tool to do mine. The problem may persist safely for a few months, but eventually
will become annoying. It seems to be a common problem, and more so for the rear wheel
bearing. I've never heard of it happening twice to the same car, so if you fix it once, you're
probably good for life. Several racers replace their wheel bearing every year. A broken
emergency drum clip may cause a false diagnosis. Be careful when removing and replacing the
rear rotors. Oil woes Many late thru Corvette's burn a lot of oil when the engine is kept
constantly over 4, rpm's. This is caused by ring flutter, which allows extra oil to seep past the
oil control rings, but doesn't seem to cause any extra wear to the engine. Chevrolet has rebuilt
and replaced engines for owners that complained about excessive oil consumption. Their policy
is that while the engine isn't normally operated like that outside of racing, it is the owner's
prerogative to drive around in second gear all the time if they want to. It is covered under the
warranty. The PCV system also has a tendency to suck oil back into the intake at high rpm's. It
doesn't seem to cause any problems, other than a slight mess inside the intake manifold. The
newer style PCV system can be installed, but this requires removing all the components in the
top of the engine valley. Usually only racer's bother with the hassle. Several generations of PCV
systems have had the problem, and at this time, December , the PCV system still sucks oil into
the intake. The oil-sucking problem will cause carbon buildup in the cylinders. The Top End
Cleaner is not available in some smog states like California. Run a tube from the bottle into the
hole for the PCV system behind the throttle body on the passenger side. Start the car, then start
slowly sucking the solution into the engine. Be aware that when the engine is restarted, there
will be a LOT of smoke! The oil-sucking can be prevented by installing a catch can. AMW and
Greddy make catch cans, but a homebuilt catch can may be built using a Campbell-Hausfield air
tool oil separator from most tool stores, including AutoZone. Overheating and burning smells
Even though the engine can heat up to , even degrees Fahrenheit, this is normal. The radiator
will keep the engine cool enough unless the radiator is blocked. Reprogramming the PCM can

allow the fans to turn on earlier. If the fans also cool an aftermarket oil cooler, make sure the oil
occasionally gets to degrees to allow condensation and fuel to evaporate away. Fan settings
and oil thermostats are two different ways to do this. It's not uncommon for plastic bags to get
sucked up under the front bumper, and cover the radiator, thus causing the car to truly
overheat. If this happens, take a quick peek under the bumper, and remove anything under
there. Sometimes bags get stuck to the exhaust pipes too, causing quite a stench as they burn
away. Usually it can be unlocked once, but just once. Some owners claim that vigorously
shaking the steering wheel can unlock the steering wheel. Dealer's are able to disable the
locking mechanism with a modified locking plate. Currently this is the only real method to
disable the locking mechanism. Basically the wheel will still try to lock, but there will be nothing
for it to lock to. GM has a part or that has a harness wiring jumper and different lock plate. Not
sure what the difference in the kits are. The lock can vibrate out over time and get trapped in the
locking plate. Has anyone ELSE beat column lock? Faulty gas gauge If you have bad gas, the
fuel sender can be affected by the high sulfur content in the fuel, and cause the gauge to read
empty. They car will still operate normally, and the gas gauge will work again if you use better
gas, and will usually start again when you restart the car. It's just better to use good gas. Some
people have had luck with running fuel filter cleaners thru the gas tank. New fuel senders
sometimes fixes this problem. This thread has a LOT of ideas about what could be causing the
problems, how to avoid problems, and how to fix it. It also points out how the late C5 fuel tanks
and crossover tube is different. Noisy fuel pump There are two fuel tanks, and two fuel pumps.
It's normal, and not a sign of a failing fuel pump. Chevrolet does have a bulletin out instructing
how to better insulate against the sound of the fuel pump. This is merely an annoyance. A
newer, quieter pump can also be installed. Extremely high oil pressure reading The oil pressure
sensor can fail, but it is still okay to drive. If the oil pressure sensor is bad, it will show a
positive reading. The oil pressure sender is located behind the intake manifold, and will require
moving the intake manifold. How-to Suspension squeaking In cold weather you may hear the
suspension creak when you go over speed bumps. To fix this, clean optional and lubricate the
sway bar bushings. The adjustable metal sway bar end links on Hotchkis and T1 bars can also
create loud clicking sounds. Most adjustable end links are quiet initially, but wear out and get
noisy over time. Greasing and protecting the end links from dirt may prevent wear. Tough
shifting The shifter in manually shifted Corvette's takes a strong arm to get it into gear. You
really have to make sure that the shifter is fully in 1st and Reverse, or it will pop out of gear
when you let the clutch out. This is not the fault of the car, but the fault of the driver. Manual
transmissions -- Replacing the transmission fluid often helps shifting. Early transmissions have
paper blocker ring that require Dexron III compatible usually organic fluid because some
synthetics will destroy the paper blocker rings and subsequently the transmission. I believe the
transmissions have the paper blocker rings. Related threads: LS1. If it is especially tough to
shift into 2nd or 4th gear, it's possible that the synchro's are worn out or the forks are bent. Do
NOT force it into gear. Abuse creates and aggravates this problem. You can still drive, even
quite well, without synchro's Some aftermarket shifters make it easier to make sure you're fully
in gear, and prevent gear grinding, but they also vibrate, and require more effort to shift. The
stock shifter has a tuned weight damper that changes the vibrations to a non-audible frequency.
Leaky butt The differential can leak from the side covers. The problem has to do with the
design. The lip on the casing is not wide enough to create a proper seal with the cover.
Resealing the covers can be successful, but many dealers do not use the correct sealant.
Aftermarket gear fluid from Royal Purple, Amsoil and Redline do not require additional friction
modifier. Tire rubber when viewed thru a microscope looks like a web. Normally parts of this
web grabs onto objects on the ground and stretch until either the car moves forward, or the web
breaks, resulting in tire spin. I believe in cold weather, the web is too stiff for either of these
events to occur, so the tires hop. Interior rattles The visors may rattle when they are put up, but
if you flip them down, the rattle goes away. Squeezing the mirror lid down seems to take care of
it. Try gluing a piece of felt or velcro between the mirror and lid to see if that fixes it. The stereo
is Bose, and to go along with the historically crappy build quality of Bose products, Bose has
graced the Corvette with Bose emblems on the door speaker covers that rattle when you play
music with bass. A Bose system doesn't exist that puts out good bass, but the system still
manages to rattle the emblems when playing Country, Hip Hop, or Techno at moderate volumes.
Check this problem by having a passenger and yourself putting a finger on the emblems with
music playing. Glue the emblems down to fix it. If the roof isn't tightened down enough, it will
rattle. There are some adjustment screws in the roof to make this adjustment. Belt Chirping
During cold weather, the belt can chirp. Sticky Hatch During cold weather, the hatch may pop up
slowly, or not at all. Spray the latches with silicone grease until they come up properly. If the
struts do not hold up the hatch, try lubing the strut bars. Usually the problem is noticed with

extra valve train noise and needle bearings stuck to a magnetic oil plug. This seems to be one
of the better solutions since the stock rocker is very good at high RPMs. Most aftermarket
rockers are nose heavy and require grinding the heads and valve covers to fit. Currently
Harland Sharp rockers are having problems with c-clip retainers falling off and causing
problems on the way. Help ASAP! It doesn't bend the laws of physics, but will keep the car
pointed where you are steering; you may still slide off the road, but at least the car will be
pointed in the direction you were steering! One of the sensors is located around the passenger
seat, and needs to be considered when installing a racing bucket. If you move that sensor,
Active Handling will not know how to balance the car, and can be very dangerous. Active
Handling came out in the late model year. Jacking The C5 was the first car to use hydroformed
frame rails. Hydroformed rails are quickly becoming a common platform for new cars, but not
many shops are prepared to lift these vehicles. The C5 requires an adapter for regular jacks and
lifts to fit the jacking points. Stick the eye bolt thru the slit in the jacking point, turn 90 degrees,
place jack under adapter and jack away - if you can get the jack under the car. You may have to
use ramps. The C5 is so low that most people make their own wooden ramps - Rhino Ramps are
too steep. Key Fobs There are basically two different kinds of key fobs, and they are not
compatible with each other. I found replacement batteries at Office Depot. To replace, use a coin
to wedge between the seam, and twist. Ref: Service manual, page The IPC will indicate when
that transmitter is programmed and when to proceed to the next. Repeat this step for each
transmitter. Power First you need to know how your car is doing. A trip to the dyno can give you
quick answers. Tuning software can diagnose and tune your car. At some point in the future,
both packages will be able to do scanning with incorporated wideband sensor support. At this
time, December , only HPTuners can do both. This is due to both aerodynamics and gearing. All
else being equal, a Z51 coupe will still go faster than a Z Above mph, air builds up under the
front of the car. Weight reduction You can achieve substantial weight reduction with the
following modifications, while still
toyota parts breakdown
2nd battery for car audio
starter price autozone
having a car that's very comfortable to drive. Most of these modifications will directly increase
and decrease in a few cases the safety of the car, while safety is indirectly improved due to the
better handling and limits of a lighter car. Fighter pilots say "speed is life". Acceleration,
deceleration, and lateral acceleration are all forms of acceleration, and lighter cars accelerate
better in each of these ways because the tires have less mass to control Lighter cars have
better moments of inertia which allows them to turn in more easily and roll less. Lighter cars are
also easier on the tires and gas. All the stage weight estimates are typically wild butt guesses,
but it makes it easy to see what is possible. The weight listings in the separate weight posting is
MUCH more reliable. Remove Column locking hardware Interior â€” passenger seat, carpets,
speaker panels, head liner, dash, center console, glove box, door panels, sun visors, rear view
mirror, insulation, etc. Top of Page.

